EHS Business Intelligence
& Analytics
Translate your EHS data
into actionable indicators
of operational risk

# ISSUES BY LOCATION

SOLUTION OVERVIEW
EHS Professionals depend on data to make
informed decisions, but nearly 70%* say they lack
quality data and analytical tools. Dakota Insights
is a flexible Business Intelligence (BI) platform
for data-driven EHS leaders. It helps users unlock
the analytical power of their EHS data and share
actionable intelligence across their organization.
Smart. Flexible. Shareable. Insights automatically
combines data from Dakota Software’s ProActivity
Suite® into a centralized platform for a holistic
view of EHS risk. Coupled with Dakota’s contentdriven compliance management products, it
provides true end-to-end EHS management while
slashing data aggregation and reporting time.

Centralize EHS data and simplify
analysis across locations
Measure EHS performance using
established and advanced metrics
Customize, create, and share
dynamic dashboards and KPIs
Reduce time spent compiling data
and assembling EHS reports
Deliver actionable intelligence to
internal and external stakeholders

*Verdantix - EHS Green Quadrant 2019
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Why Dakota?

“We used to spend a lot of time preparing
and assembling various EHS reports.
With Dakota Insights, we save about a
week of man hours every month.”

Built-in EHS expertise with every click
Don’t try to reinvent the wheel. Dakota Insights starts users with premade visualizations of established EHS performance indicators, such
as DART and TRIR. It also includes advanced indicators for measuring
regulatory preparedness and compliance status across locations.

Roll-up reporting, drill-down analysis
Dakota Insights simplifies analytics across all levels of the organization.
Management-level data can be filtered by facility, region, and business
segments and compared across date ranges. Dashboards and Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) provide EHS performance trends and
help to pinpoint areas of operational risk.

Save time with customizable analytics
Stop compiling data in disconnected spreadsheets. Dakota Insights
automatically combines cross-product data from the ProActivity Suite,
saving users countless hours and providing centralized access to their
EHS data. The Analytics Builder allows users to customize, create, and
share their own dynamic dashboards.

ProActivity Suite®
by DAKOTA SOFTWARE

Related Solutions
EHS Compliance Planning
Action Item Management
EHS Audit & Inspection
Management
Incident & Event Management
Behavior-based Safety
Training & Learning
Management
ESG & Sustainability
Performance

Easily share your EHS intelligence
Embed EHS into your company culture and prompt informed
discussions that drive action. Insights’ automated reports can be
delivered via email on set schedules or triggered by threshold changes.
Dashboard reports can be embedded anywhere, facilitating effective
data presentation to EHS and non-EHS professionals alike.
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